
Start End Length Presenter Topic Description

1.30 1.45 15.00 Arrival, registration

1.45 1.50 5.00 Welcome

1.50 2.35 45.00 Dr Margaret Merga Reading Engagement for 

Tweens and Teens

Readers are an essental part of a thriving writing and publishing sector but competition 

for reading time now comes from numerous enticing forms of entertainment. Dr 

Margaret Merga has conducted six substantial research projects that explore social 

influences on reading engagement. Her book Reading Engagement for Tweens and Teens: 

What Would Make Them Read More?  identifies evidence-backed and easy-to-implement 

strategies for encouraging young people to read.

2.35 3.10 35.00 Raathi Chota in 

conversation with 

Meri Fatin

Creating a book and building an 

audience on Wattpad 

Perth’s teen writing sensation Raathi Chota wrote her first novel when she was 14. Her 

parents didn’t know she had written a novel until it had been read online by over half a 

million people. She'll discuss her experience of writing and publishing her YA trilogy 

Caught  on Wattpad, and connecting with an international audience to clock up more than 

11 million reads via the platform.

3.10 3.25 15.00 Coffee Break

3.25 4.10 45.00 Ceinwen Langley in 

conversation with 

Meri Fatin

Building a diverse writing career Ceinwen Langley studied film with a focus on screenwriting and graduated from the WA 

Screen Academy with a Masters in Professional Communications. She has worked in 

development on several local children's shows, taught and spoken at schools and 

universities and worked as a storyliner and scriptwriter for long-running soap Neighbours . 

Ceinwen is also a gamewrtiter and writes novels and short fiction.  She will discuss her 

experience of writing for a variety of mediums and the impact this has had on developing 

a sustainable career as a writer.

4.10 4.55 45.00 Matthew Horrocks, 

Screenwest

Adaptation of written works to 

other formats

In the era of Netflix, content-streaming and gaming, we look at the current landscape for 

the adaptation of written texts to screen and other formats. Matthew Horrocks is the 

Head of Development and Production at Screenwest. In this session he will provide an 

overview of: the opportunities that exist for writers; the processes of finding and selecting 

new work for adaptation; what writers need to do to drive the process themselves; the 

optioning process; and production from a producer's point of view.
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